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Abstract
Comparative gene identification isolate 112 (CGI-112) is a human gene product 
that has recently been identified as a component of the endoplasmic reticulum-
associated protein degradation (ERAD) pathway, which serves as a “quality 
control” mechanism for proteins destined for secretion outside of the cell. If a 
secretory protein fails to adopt the correct functional structure, molecules of the 
ERAD network will direct the misfolded protein to the proteasome, where it is 
broken down. Through homology modeling, a theoretical model of CGI-112 now 
exists. The model indicates a two domain structure for CGI-112, but a single 
domain for COX4N, a related protein. The goal of this research is to create a 
genetic construct for producing the C-terminal domain of CGI-112, which is not 
present in COX4N. Motivation for making the construct is two-fold: (1) to 
produce material that can be used to determine the structure of the C-terminal 
domain by NMR, (2) to create an antigen that will produce antibodies that bind to 
CGI-112 but not COX4N, therefore distinguishing between the two proteins.

Background
•The structure of protein MOV34 is known
•Originally tried to model CGI-112 using MOV34 structure with poor results
•COX4N and CGI-112 are 40% identical and both bind to one antibody that recognizes the 
MOV34 protein and another antibody originally directed at COX4N
•A different modeling method that looks at the query sequence was used
•Resulting CGI-112 structure had 2 domains, one similar to MOV34 and one located at the 
c-terminal end that is predicted to be a single MOV34-like domain
•COX4N also appears to be a single MOV34 like domain
•The c-terminal domain of CGI-112 can be analyzed by NMR and an antibody can be 
produced that will recognize CGI-112 but not COX4N
•Using this information, a genetic construct of the c-terminal domain can be produced

Cloning Strategy
1. Order primers: resuspend, quantitate, and dilute for PCR
2. PCR reaction, clean up reaction
3. NcoI/BamHI digest of PCR and gel purification
4. hCGI112PETBlue2noHSV (parent vector) digest NcoI, BamHI and gel purify 
vector region
5. Ligate
6. Transform
7. Screen for recombinants (mini-preps/digests)
8. Sequence recombinants 
Notes: 
•Using high fidelity Taq polymerase for cloning called Phusion
•High quality competent cells are always a reoccuring experience with this system
•Strain for cloning: Nova Blue
•Strain for expression: BL21(DE3)

Status Report/Results
•CGI-112 plasmid has been prepared
•Will have to verify that preparation is the correct plasmid by restriction 
digestion
•Preparing for PCR of the primers

Figure 1- CGI-112 ERAD Network. Incorrectly processed protein is 
transported back to the cytosol and linked with ubiquitin, which results in 
degradation in the proteasome. ERAD dysfunction is linked to disease.
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Figure 2- MOV34 Template. 
Experimentally determined structure of 
MOV34 protein used for domain 
comparison to COX4N.

Figure 3- Agarose gel of CGI-112 
plasmid preparation. From left to 
right, lane 1 is the new plasmid 
preparation. Lane 2 is the original 
CGI-112 plasmid. The lane 
farthest right is a 100 base pair 
ladder.
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Figure 3-COX4N and CGI-112 Overlay.  
Produced by template-based modeling. CGI-112 is 
indicated by the blue structure and COX4N is 
indicated by the purple structure. The 40% 
similarity is shown by the overlapping layers, and 
the circled region is the c-terminal domain of 
interest.


